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INTRODUCTION

Prior to the advent of metered dose inhalers (MDIs), aerosolized bronchodilator
therapy was administered primarily by small volume nebulizer (SVN). Currently,
hospitals attempt to convert aerosols treatments to self-administered MDI to decrease
labor costs. 1•8 However, attempts at full conversion have not been successful, and SVN
therapy is still frequently ordered?·" A survey of area hospitals, Table I (page 2),
demonstrates that approximately 75% of aerosol treatments are delivered by SVN therapy
with an average >50,000 SVN treatments performedsearly. This may be due to
limitations with MDI therapy including unavailability of certain medications, inflexible
dosing regimens, and the requirement for proper patient technique. 9 Other factors that
may contribute to continued use of SVN include the need to administer large doses of
medications or patient preference for a given device.9
The future. needs for aerosol research were reported in an aerosol consensus
conference of health care providers (HCP). 10 These needs include the development of 1)
'more efficient systems to improve aerosol delivery in a cost-effective manner, 2) more
appropriate dosing regimens, and 3) alternatives to chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs). In the
development of more appropriate dosing regimens, consideration should be given to the
device, the nature of the airway, the breathing pattern, the target site, and appropriate
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TABLE I
FISCAL YEAR NUMBER OF SMALL VOLUME NEBULIZER (SVN) AND
METERED DOSE INHALER (MDI) TREATMENTS GIVEN TO FLOOR
PATIENTS IN AREA HOSPITALS
MDITxs

SVNTxs

'Total Txs

t

SVNs

per

'MDis

per

Patient

(%of Total)

Patient

t Total

MDI txs without

spacers(%)

Hospital

SVNs+MD1s

A

57,100

39,500 (69)

12

17,600 (31)

8

7,400 (42)•

B

59,000

42,100 (71)

17

16,900 (29)

12

3,400 (20) It

c

50,400

31,700 (63)

16

18,700 (27)

14

3,800 (20) It

D

107,500

91,200 (85)

Unavailable

16,300 (IS)

Unavailable

2,500 (I 5) 1t

(% ofTotal)

17,400 (25)
68,500
51,125 (75)
15.0
11.3
mean
tAll treatment totals rounded to nearest 100 and percentages rounded to nearest whole percent
ttEstimated by surveyed institution.
•one month actual obtained from surveyed institution. Figure represents one month times 12.

4,300 (25)
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monitoring. For CFCs, alternative methods should include devices independent of patient
coordination and ventilatory pattern. 10
Drug delivery via SVN is easy, supervised by a HCP, and has the ability to deliver
a broad range of medications. SVNs require minimal coordination for inhalation, are
useful in patients in acute distress, and are effective with low inspiratory flows or
volumes. 11 However, disadvantages of SVNs include increased costs when a HCP is
involved and increased risk ofHCP contamination from aerosol wasted during the
treatment9 • Patients are also at risk of contamination with inadequate cleaning. 11
Advantages of MDI include decreased costs and increased convenience. 1•7•10
Disadvantages of MDI include the limitation in the number of available drugs and the
continued use of CFCs. 9 •10 MDIs can incorporate a spacer device to eliminate problems in
patients that demonstrate coordination and technique difficulty. MDI and SVN delivery
methods give similar lung deposition of aerosolized medication 12. 13 even when equal
doses are compared14 •
Dosimetry is well documented as a technique to deliver nebulized aerosols via a
SVN in a controlled manner. 15- 18 Dosimeters are used in research for drug
comparisons 19.2° and are used clinically for asthma diagnosis in bronchial challenge
testing. 17•21 A few studies demonstrate a dosimeter's potential effectiveness in delivering
bronchodilators clinically .15 •16•18 A broad range of medications can be used because a
dosimeter incorporates a standard SVN. As well, dosimeters allow the delivery of precise
doses of drug, therefore, allowing more control of the dosing regimen versus a standard
SVN. A dosimeter also allows a HCP to us.e the patient's breathing pattern (i.e., a slow,
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deep breath) independent of patient coordination to optimize bronchodilator drug dosing.
Thus, dosimetry meets many of the consensus conference stated needs. Therefore, the
dcSVN may provide a clinically effective option for bronchodilator therapy.
Investigation of this alternative strategy may demonstrate that a Respiratory Care
Practitioner (RCP) could use a dosimeter-controlled small volume nebulizer (dcSVN)
methodology to deliver bronchodilators clinically in a cost-effective manner.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
There are considerable costs associated with SVN treatments that are not
converted to MDI. Non-converted treatments can be as high.as 30,000 to 60,000 SVN
treatments per year which can account for approximately 75% of all bronchodilator
treatments at a given hospital. 1•3•6•7 The purpose of this study was to evaluate d~SVN as a
cost effective alternative for delivery of beta-adrenergic bronchodilators to those adult
hospitalized patients who continue to receive treatment by the standard SVN method.
While dosimetry has been well documented as a technique used to deliver
nebulized aerosols via a SVN in a controlled manner for bronchoprovocation studies 17.2 1•
23

,

only a few studies exist to demonstrate the effectiveness of dosimetry in delivering

bronchodilator medications 15 •16•18• At this time, no studies are found which evaluate
dosimetry as an alternative method to routinely deliver beta-adrenergic bronchodilator
drugs to adult hospitalized patients.

The Specific Aims of this Study are to:
I. Determine whether bronchodilator efficacy of dcSVN is equivalent to that of saMDI
using identical doses of albuterol in adult hospitalized patients as measured by increases
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in percent change from baseline in FVC (AFVC%init) and FEV1 (AFEV 1%init), absolute
volume change in FVC (AFVC[L]) and FEV1 (AFEV 1[L]), and percent change from
predicted FEV1 (AFEV 1%pred).
2. Evaluate dcSVN as a cost effective alternative for delivery of beta-adrenergic
bronchodilators to those adult hospitalized patients who continue to receive treatment by
the standard SVN method as determined by a cost-minimization analysis.

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
The literature review provides an overview of aerosol therapy. The literature
comparing and contrasting the uses, advantages, and limitations of SVNs, MD Is, and
dosimetry is also discussed. The major sources used as resources were on-line computer
searches, journal articles, and textbooks. The literature review covers the years 1970 to
1999.

Brief Overview of Aerosol Use
Therapeutic aerosols have been widely used in the management of asthma and
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. This use includes the delivery of both betaadrenergic and anticholinergic bronchodilators, anti-inflanunatory drugs including
cromolyn sodium and corticosteroids, as well as mucolytic agents including mucomyst
and rhDnase. Other uses include specialized treatment regimens such as ribaviron, for
respiratory syncitial virus, and pentamadine, an anti-microbial for the prevention of
pneumocystis carinii pneumoniae in HIV patients. Aerosol has also been used
diagnostically during bronchial challenge testing for asthma using the drug methacholine.
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Currently, SVN and MDI are the predominant methods used to deliver aerosolized
drug delivery in the hospital setting.'.2·5•24 Other methods, which are not as commonly
used, are the dry powder inhaler, large volume nebulizer, and ultrasonic nebulizer. Drug
delivery via SVN has been the "standard" in the past. However, MD Is are as effective
clinically as SVNs in those patients who can use an MDI properly.5•6.2'·27 Moreover,
MDis require shorter treatment times than SVN therapy. Shorter treatment times
correspond to lower costs, since the majority of the cost for bronchodilator therapy is
related to the personnel time required for treatment administration.

Effectiveness Criteria for Aerosols
The effectiveness of aerosolized medication is dependent on aerosol deposition
into the appropriate lung site. Various factors must be considered for a beta-adrenergic
bronchodilator delivery device to be most effective in achieving appropriate aerosol
deposition (i.e, the area where an aerosol particle will make contact with the respiratory
tract mucosa and be retained). These factors include: 1) particle size characteristics28' 30
which may vary depending on devictf7•31 ' 33 , 2) patient characteristics such as ventilatorf4•
36

and anatomic factors 28 , and 3) dosage timil\g during the inspiratory breath27 •37
Two basic ways to describe particle size characterization are the geometric

standard deviation (GSD) 10•11 and the mass median aerodynamic diameter
(MMAD) 9•11 •27•29•31 •38•39 which is sometimes referred to as the aerodynamic mass median
diameter (AMMD)22 •40 • The GSD describes the variability of the aerosol particle sizes
and therefore reflects the size range. The larger the GSD, the wider the particle size
ranges found in aerosol distribution. In literature, however, MMAD is the most widely
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used particle characteristic to describe the depth of respiratory tract penetration and
deposition of an aerosol. 9 •10.24•38 •39 The MMAD is the diameter around which the mass of
particles is evenly distributed. The MMAD describes the average particle size that
corresponds to the typical settling behavior of the aerosol.
As aerosol particle size increases, the depth of penetration and area of deposition
decreases and vice versa.41 Aerosol particle sizes with MMADs of2.0 to 5.0 ,urn are
considered optimal for delivery to the airway's smooth muscle.9 Particle sizes of 1 to 3.0
,urn are suitable for delivery of drugs to the parenchyma? 9 Particles smaller than 0.8 ,urn
are usually exhaled without being deposited in the airway while large particles, greater
than 5.0 ,urn, are generally deposited in the upper airway? 8•41 Both SVN and MDI, when
delivering a bronchodilator, should generate particle sizes in the optimal range of 2.0 to
5.0 ,um.9
Even when particles are the optimal size, factors related to the patient's
ventilatory pattern may influence the deposi~ion of aerosol to the airways. These include
inspiratory speed, depth of inhalation, and breath hold at maximal inspiration. Studies
suggest that a slow inspiration will maximize the penetration and deposition of the
aerosol into the appropriate airway site, thereby giving greater therapeutic effect. 34•35 •41 •42
One study that used a radioactive tracer particle concluded that the penetration of
particles is indirectly related to flow rate during inhalation.35 However, another study that
measured the bronchodilator response in reversible airways obstruction patients who

·

received a bronchodilator via MDI using an open mouth technique, concluded that speed
of inhalation did not matter.43 The primary deposition mechanism associated with
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inspiration speed is inertial impaction. Larger particles moving at high velocities in a
stream of gas may remain on their initial path and collide with tissue surfaces. Quickly
inhaled aerosols may tend to deposit in inappropriate upper airway sites. A slow
inspiratory flow of 0.5 Lisee is suggested to achieve optimal drug deposition .ms
The depth of the inspiratory breath during an aerosol treatment can also affect the
brochodilator response. One study showed that maximal bronchodilation, as indicated by
percentage increase in FEV1, is achieved with a slow, full breath accompanied with a
breath hold. 34 Another study showed that lung deposition would increase by alternating
tidal and deep breathing. 36 Inspiring to maximal inhalation during an aerosol treatment is
supported by a study that demonstrates that the penetration of aerosol into the lung is
directly proportional to the volume of the inspired breath. 35
During an aerosol treatment, a 4-10 second breath hold is encouraged as this may
increase the sedimentation time for the aerosol. 27•34•44 Sedimentation is when aerosol
particles settle out of suspension because of gravitational effect. However, one study
suggests that inhaling a nebulized aerosol by tidal breathing is as effective as tidal
breathing with deep breaths, with or without a breath hold.45 In this study, 8 subjects
inhaled radioaerosol via a nebulizer for four minutes using three different breathing
patterns on separate days.
Another patient characteristic that affects deposition of aerosol is the airway
anatomy. The anatomy of the upper respiratory tract does affect deposition of aerosolized
drugs to the lower airways.3°·46 When aerosol is inhaled through the nose, much of the
drug is deposited into the nasal and nasopharyngeal area due to the tortuousness of the
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nasal airway. Consequently, little medication is delivered to the lower airways.
Therefore, it is recommended that aerosol delivery by SVNs be delivered by inhalation
through the mouth.
Additional controversy exists over the appropriate lung volumes at which to
dispense aerosolized medication to achieve maximal penetration and deposition.
Maximum bronchodilation is noted when aerosol is delivered early in the inspiratory
maneuver41 •47 as well as late in the inspiratory maneuveil 7• It is also suggested that the
lung volume at which aerosol delivery actuation takes place is unimportant. 34
Traditionally, SVN treatments in the clinical setting waste much of the drug using
various techniques of delivery among institutions. One excellent review demonstrates a
clear standardization of the technique for use of a SVN.

27

The authors suggest a

controlling system in the nebulizer so that the gas is nebulized during inspiration only.
Other suggestions include inhalation through the mouth, slow inspiration at 0.5 Lis, and
occasional inspiration to TLC with a breath hold of 4-1 0 seconds. Studies have also
shown that standardization of aerosol generation and mode of inhalation may improve
aerosol deposition. 15•17•21 ' 23•48
Manufacturers of nebulizers are recognizing the need for equipment that can
better control aerosol delivery. One ex~ple is the CirculaireTM system which includes a
variable resistor and aerosol reservoir bag. It is stated by the manufacturer that, by
balancing the flow rate and resistor opening, drug delivery will be maximized, drug waste
will be minimized, and maximum biofeedback will be obtained through pulsation of the
reservoir bag. Another example to specifically control aerosol wasting is the Pari
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Interrupter from Pari Respiratory Equipment, Inc. The interrupter is for specific use with
certain Pari nebulizers. It is attached to the bottom of the nebulizer with the flow tubing
attached to the back of the interrupter. The interrupter button is pressed by the patient
when inhaling and released when exhaling to minimize aerosol wastage.
A general consensus from the literature presented above is that control of aerosol
delivery is important to assure optimal delivery. Precise control of SVN aerosol
generation as well as better control of the patient characteristics has been lacking in the
hospital arena. Can several controlled inspiratory breaths be clinically effective in
delivering a bronchodilator as compared to stSVN aerosol delivery until the reservoir is
empty? If so, would it be cheaper? Important control factors for aerosol delivery are
slow inspiratory flow 4•35•41 .42, inspiration to TLC35 , and breath hold27.34.44. Timing of drug
actuation during inspiration is also important if you wish to maximize each single breath.
Drug actuation timed after inspiratory flow is started will avoid timing errors.41 •42 Control
requires a HCP with thorough knowledge of the device and its limitations. 27 Control also
requires a HCP who understands the ventilatory dynamics of the patient.28 The dosimeter
along with a trained HCP offers the opportunity for this control.
Medication
The type of medication, as well as the method of aerosol delivery, affects
bronchodilation.49 Bet~ adrenergics are the primary drugs used for bronchodilation.
These drugs include Levalbuterol, a new drug synthesized from racemic albuterol.
Levalbuterol was recently approved by the FDA as a clinical bronchodilator and may be a
drug to consider in the future. Levalbuterol is clinically shown to provide a better
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therapeutic index than racemic albuterol with less cardiac side effects.'" Other beta,
adrenergics include isoproterenol, isoetherine, metaproterenol, terbutaline, bitolterol, and
albuterol. Albuterol is shown to have more potency than terbutaline, isoetherine,
bitolteral, and metaproterenol51 and has less side effects; therefore, it is currently the most
commonly prescribed bet~ in the U.S. For this reason, albuterol was the drug of choice
for this study.
Consideration should be given to the onset, peak, and duration of action when
using a medication for a clinical study. Albuterol 's onset of improvement in pulmonary
function is within 5 minutes with peak reached between 30 and 60 minutes. In most
patients, clinical improvement lasts from 3 to 4 hours but may continue up to 6 hours. 11

The basic functioning principles of the modern SVN system has been described.'4
Advantages of an SVN treatment !nclude its ease of administration and versatility.
Treatments can incorporate simple inhalation techniques such as tidal breathing; masks
can be used for those individuals unable to hold a mouthpiece. Also, SVN treatments can
be placed in-line with a ventilator circuit and various drugs can be used individually or
mixed together for a patient's treatment.
There are some disadvantages to performing an SVN treatment. Drugs are not
furnished with the system and treatments require a compressed gas source?7 Much of the
drug during a standard SVN treatment is wasted to the atmosphere. While some patients,
particularly those with chronic pulmonary diseases, can be taught to administer their own
drugs via an SVN, an adequate knowledge of the medication is needed to protect the
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patient from adverse reactions. Also, there is a need to understand the output
characteristics of the delivery device to optimize drug deposition. Therefore, most
patients in the clinical arena receive their SVN treatment with the assistance of a HCP,
which is typically a RCP.
This reliance on RCPs in the hospital to instruct and deliver drugs to patients is
labor intensive. 1"3•6 Treatment times for standard SVN therapy have been shown to range
from 4 to 30 minutes and is shown to correlate to substantial costs to the institution. 1•2•5•7
The broad range in treatment times is most likely due. to the various time accounting
methods used at different hospitals. Some hospitals may account for instructional time
while others do not. Still others may include the time necessary to set up the equipment,
evaluate the patient, and document the procedure while others only include the time
necessary to deliver the actual drug dosing. This inconsistency in establishing accurate
SVN treatment time makes it difficult to establish true cost savings that may be realized
at a specific institution. Even with the inconsistencies in treatment time allotment, the
majority of cost for bronchodilator therapy is related to the personnel time required for
treatment administration. Thus, it continues to be advocated that MD Is, which can be
self-administered using shorter treatment times, be substituted for SVN whenever
possible. 1•3.4·6
MDI

MDis and dosimeters are devices which administer drugs through an actuation
system. There are several advantages in using a MDI. They contain large quantities of the
drug which can be administered at periodic intervals. MDis are small, portable, and can
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be self-administered?6 MDIs require shorter treatment times than SVN therapy through
activation of individual aerosol puffs as compared to continuous aerosol treatment over
several minutes. Furthermore, medication is not wasted to the atmosphere, unlike
standard SVNs. Shorter treatment times correspond to lower costs. IfRCP delivered
SVN treatments in the hospital can be converted to MDI therapy, responsibility for the
therapy can be shifted to other HCPs such as nursing. If the MDI treatment can be selfadminister, the labor involved in the treatment can be shifted to the patient.
Despite lower labor costs, there are disadvantages associated with using MDis
which include chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and patient-device interaction. CFCs, also
known as Freon, are commonly used in commercial aerosols as propellants. There has
been concern about the toxicity ofFreons as well as the impact to the environment. A
meeting in 1989 by representatives of more than 80 nations agreed to eliminate Freons by
the year 2000.52 Therefore, many manufacturers are beginning to switch to Freon-free
MDis. 53
The major problem leading to decreased efficacy of drug delivery is the inability
of patients to use MD Is. Specifically, MDis require patient coordination in timing
inhalation and actuation of the device for optimal dosing. For this reason, it is
recommended by some authors that a spacer device be incorporated between the MDI and
patient's mouth?7•54 Spacers are devices connected to a conventional MDI to overcome
the problems of poor coordination and oropharyngeal impaction. These devices come in
a multitude of shapes and sizes. Some are tube-shaped, pear-shaped, cone~shaped, or
collapsible. Some incorporate a mouthpiece or mask.
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Several reviews of spacers suggest that they are ofva1ue in the pediatric
population, for the delivery of corticosteroids, and for adult patients with problems of
coordination. 24•26•27•53 However, there is no consensus about the value of spacer use in the
adult population. One review found that MDI with spacer was equal to MDI alone in
53% of 17 adult studies.26 Twenty-nine percent of the studies found MDI with spacer
better than MDI alone and the other 18% found the spacer to be equal to MDI alone in
most measurements but better than MDI alone in some measures (i.e, PEFR, Raw). A
separate review of 5 studies comparing efficacy of bronchodilator drugs administered by
MDI alone or MDI with spacer device in adults with poor hand-lung coordination found
60% demonstrated equal bronchodilator efficacy while the other 40% demonstrated that
the addition of a spacer was better than MDI alone.2 6 The 1997 Expert Panel Report II:
Guidelines for the Diagnosis and Management of Asthma from the National Asthma
Education Program (NAEP) orily advocates a spacer in the pediatric population and for
the delivery of corticosteroids in the adult population. 5 5 For the routine delivery of
bronchodilators the guideline states that the open mouth technique and spacer are
preferred, but that the closed mouth technique is acceptable. 55

Dosimeter
The dosimeter is a computerized device which controls the delivery of therapeutic
aerosols using an attached SVN. The dosimeter was primarily designed for use in
bronchial challenge testing to achieve precise doses and optimal drug deposition.
Specific protocols for bronchial challenge testing were developed in the late 1970s and
early 1980s to control influencing variables such as the character of aerosol particles
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(MMAD), nebulizer output, method of inhalation, and inspiratory flow. 22•23 Since that
time, dosimeters have been used to deliver bronchoconstrictor aerosols such as
methacholine21 , platelet activating factor (P AF)56, sodium metabisulfite (MBS) 57,
adenosine 5'-monophosphate (AMP)57 , lysine' acetylsalicylate (LASAY 9 , and carbachoP'.
Dosimetry has also been used to deliver capsaicin to determine cough receptor
sensitivity .2° A few studies have used dosimeters to deliver bronchodilator medication
such as atropine sulfate 18 and albuterol 16 •
The advantage of a dosimeter system is that it allows delivery of consistent and
reproducible dosages of medication from a standard SVN. 17 Systems are actuated either
by the patient's inspiratory effort or manually by the HCP. Variable dosing times during
the inspiratory breath can be set by the HCP. Also, onset of dosing can be delayed which
allows the HCP to initiate dosing at various inspiratory volumes. Dosimeter systems can
be used with most SVN brands. Nebulizers can be characterized (evaluated for actual
aerosol output) and can incorporate flow regulator devices to control for inspiratory flow.
Systems can incorporate indicator displays which allow the HCP to monitor the breath
actuation and delivery. RCPs can deliver precise doses of medication equivalent to MDIs
when inspiratory flow, nebulizer output, and duration of actuation are known and
controlled. Dosimeters can overcome the disadvantages of poor patient-device
interaction seen in MDIs. Thus, dosimetry can provide precise SVN aerosol delivery with
the short treatment times ofMDis without the problems associated with poor technique.
Disadvantages associated dosimetery are lack of availability of different devices
and unit cost. There are also concerns when using 100% oxygen since the systems
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incorporate gas flow inside electrical units. The dosing is controlled electronically
through interruption of the gas flow through the device in the above systems. To prevent
a fire hazard, the manufacturers recommend that treatments be given with air and not
100% oxygen. Dosimetry may not have been explored as a clinical medication delivery
device because early models were bulky and expensive. Today, dosimeters are smaller
and more portable.. Further advancements in computer technology will continue to
advance the capabilities and, therefore, broaden the clinical use of dosimeters. Even
though only two U.S. companies are manufacturing dosimeter systems (The Rosenthal
New Standard Dosimeter by Pulmonary Data Services Instrumentation, Inc. and The
Salter Dosimeter by Salter Labs, Inc.), the devices are becoming more portable, easier to
use, and less expensive. The Rosenthal New Standard Dosimeter currently retails for

-

approximately $1,700 while The Salter Dosimeter retails for approximately $700. For the
two dosimeters listed above, manufacturer specified features are presented in Table II
(page 17).
Cost Issues
A review of the literature associated with the costs of aerosol delivery was
performed to find a model for conducting a cost comparison of different aerosol methods.

It became appare~tithat a completely useful model comparing SVN and MDI methods
was not available due to vast differences such as the approach, the treatment times, the
equipment costs, and the labor cost per minute.
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Table II
Dosimeter Features
Rosenthal New Standard Dosimeter

The Salter Dosimeter

•

Universal use with most nebulizers

•

Compatible with all pneumatic
nebulizers

•

Front panel illumination lights to
show duration of each mode

•

Front panel controls and
indicators with L.E.D diode
display

•
•

Requires electrical source

•
•

Requires electrical source

•

Breath actuated with automated
dose delivery initiated on
inspiration by a breath sensor

•

Both manual and remote
activation switch which must be
push before each breath

•

Variable dose interval from 0.1 to
3.0 seconds

•

Variable dose interval from 0.1 to
9.9 seconds

•

Has automated mode which can
discharge on every breath or a
manual mode which discharges
only once with each push of the
reset button

•

No automated mode

•

Delayed onset of dosing from 0.1 to
3.0 seconds

•

No delay of oriset

Suggested to operate at 30 psig

Operates from 50 psi source or
compressor

.
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The one common theme among these studies is the comparison of direct total
costs (DTC) between SVN and MDI treatment methods. Direct total costs are defined as
the combination of all direct expenses allocated to each modality. Direct total costs are
those costs that are readily identified with the product or service rendered and include
direct variable costs (DVC) and direct fixed costs (DFC). Examples of direct costs are
medication, equipment, and labor. Other variables that can be used in a cost analysis are
the indirect total costs (ITC). Indirect total costs, which include indirect variable costs
(IVC) and indirect fixed costs (IFC), cannot be traced to a given cost objective without
resorting to some arbitrary method of assignment. Examples of indirect costs are general
liability insurance, mortgages, depreciation, and employee benefits. A general formula
that can be used for calculating total cost (TC) is: TC = DVC + DFC + IVC + IFC. 59
A cost minimization analysis was another common method found in the studies
that analyzed cost differences between SVN and MDI. A cost minimization analysis
looks at only those variables that are uniquely different among the methods. Direct total
costs is the category with the most unique variables among aerosol delivery methods.
Within DTC, labor is the variable with the most impact. 1"7 Indirect total cost is more
difficult to ascertain. 59 Overhead costs, other than employee benefits, will remain
constant with most changes in aerosol treatment methods. Even if there were changes in
overhead costs, they would be slight and difficult to calculate. However, if a reduction in
the number of actual full-time employee positions (FTEs) can be demonstrated, there will
be a significant impact in both labor (DVC) and benefits (IVC) to the institution.
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Vast differences in the equipment, drug, and labor costs are found in studies that
analyzed cost differences between SVN and MDI. These differences make it difficult to
determine a common approach that can be applicable to another study. These differences
are also why there is a broad range of savings noted among the various authors: Reported
cost savings ranged from $26,510 to $253,487_1.3·6 Following is review of variables and
values used in the cited studies to arrive at total costs.

Labor Costs
An important issue for this study was to find an accurate time allotment for a
standard SVN aerosol treatment as this would have the greatest impact on labor costs.
Significant differences in the amount of time used to perform a treatment and the labor
dollar cost per minute are found when comparing the various studies for SVN costs. This
is also true for MDI treatment costs. These differences are due to: 1) using labor time
specific to the institution or using estimated time, 2) inclusion or exclusion of patient
education time, 3) inclusion or exclusion of equipment set-up, 4) inclusion or exclusion
of patient follow-up, 5) institutional salary differences including or excluding benefits, or
6) institutional salary differences including or excluding shift differential. Several of the
labor costs variables are presented in Table III (page 22).
One author used institutional time-management studies to estimate therapist time
spent administering each aerosol treatment.3 Therapist costs were computed from time
estimates using the institutional median therapist hourly wage (without shift differential)
which at that time was $13.70 per hour. Extrapolation from the data shows a labor
cost/min of$0.23. However, another author used a "conservative" estimate of20 to 30
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minutes to calculate costs for a standard SVN treatment. 1 The specific therapist cost/min
was difficult to ascertain from the authors' presentation. Only specific costs based on
initial setup of both the SVN and MDI were reported. Labor cost was not reported in
cost/minute. Instead, the authors chose to report labor costs as technician time/cost
which is given as $3.33 for an initial S\TN setup. Nowhere are specifics given on how
they arrived at technician time/cost other than to state that they computed representative
hospital costs by surveying and averaging costs at the five local hospitals. If the $3.33 is
divided by the authors' suggested estimate of20-30 minutes per treatment, the therapist
cost/minute for a standard SVN treatment would range from $0.11/min to $0.17/min with
an average of$0.14/min. Also unclear was the rationale for the MDI technician time/cost
for initial setup of only $0.83. Nowhere in the study was reference made to time costs for
MDI instruction. The charge of $0.83 seems to be a very nominal cost for such an event.
Other studies demonstrate differences in treatment times. One study made
distinctions between the RCPs initial instructional time and the subsequent treatment and
remedial instruction visits. 7 The time for initial instruction with SVN ranged from 7 to 22
minutes with an average of I 0 minutes. The time for treatment and remedial instruction
with the SVN ranged from 9 to 25 minutes and averaged 13 minutes. For the MDI with
spacer, initial instruction was the same as the SVN initial instruction (range 7 to 22
minutes with an average of 10 minutes). The time for treatment and remedial instruction
for the MDI with spacer ranged from 3 to 12 minutes with an average of 5 minutes. In
another study, the direct labor costs for both SVN and MDI is given as $0.23/minute
which excluded employee benefits7 as compared to a study that used SVN labor cost
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based on 20 minutes/treatment and $0.30/min which included employee benefits.6 In this
study, no MDI time per treatment was stated, however, a one time labor charge per
treatment of$5.94 was given. Still, another study calculated SVN therapy costs at
$0.15/min for a total of 17 minutes given to one SVN treatment. 5 The calculated MDI
therapy cost also used $0.15/min for a total of 15 minutes given one MDI treatment.
Specific labor costs were not given in one study.4 The authors only stated that the
costs to the hospital for SVN treatments included the apparatus, medication, diluent,
syringe, driving gas, and therapist time. They also stated that each of these costs recurred
with each treatment. For the MDI with spacer, costs were for initial and ongoing
supervision/assistance from nursing.
A study that directly stated they used a cost minimization analysis to assess direct
costs performed a review and economic evaluation of SVN and MDI bronchodilator
delivery methods in hospitalized patients.2 The labor assessment for SVN treatment was
based on the least expensive treatment to what was determined as the treatment with the
greatest cost in the study institution (i.e. salbutamol alone or combination of salbutamol
and ipratropium bromide). The authors stated that nurses initiated a SVN treatment
which usually takes 12 to 15 minutes. However, allocated nursing time for a SVN
treatment in their institution was only 4 minutes which they stated was based on time and
motion studies. It was stated that this contrasted with other published estimates of 13 to
30 minutes.l.3.71 •3•7 Labor assessment for MDI was determined by the amount of
supervision required to ensure reasonable compliance with the MDI technique and
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TABLE III
LABOR COST REVIEW

SVN time in minutes
per tx (range)

Labor dollar
cost/min

MDI time in minutes per
tx (range)

Labor dollar
cost/min

Unable to
determine

Unable to
determine

Unable to
determine

Unable to
determine

Summer etal
(1989)

17

0.15

15

$0.15

Jasper et al (1991)

20

0.30

None used

$5.94 I

13 (9-25)
10-initial inst (7-22)

0.23

5 (3-12)
10- initial inst (7-22)

0.23

Bowton et al
(1992)

13

0.23

9- set-up
5 - follow-up

0.23

. Tenholder et al
(1992)

25 (20-30)

0.14

Unable to
determine

0.83 I f

Study (yr)
Berenberg et al
(1985)

Orens et al
(1991)

0.161
education only - (1 0-20)
12 (4-20)
Turner et al
(1996)
Table represents the labor costs used for SVN and MDI in the reviewed studies.
' One time labor charge/treatment for instruction
''Total charge reported for initial setup
!Extrapolated from Canadian dollars

0.10-0.21 1
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bronchodilator delivery. 2 Supervision of MDI treatments was grouped as either I) full:
100% of treatments required attendance of an RCP or nurse (allocating 2 minutes per
setup and a 30-second interval between puffs), 2) half: 50% of treatments required full
supervision, and 3) self-administration. Instruction time fot MDI therapy ranged from 10
to 20 minutes. Analysis for SVN labor was based on 4, 9, and 20 minutes per SVN
treatment in the study? The authors concluded the cost of MDI was consistently less than
SVN when SVN treatment times of 4, 9, and 20 minutes were compared to selfadministration and half supervised MDI therapy. The cost differential favoring MDI
treatments increased significantly over· these ranges. However, when MDI therapy was
fully supervised and each patient was given 20 minutes of instruction, MDI therapy
cost/treatment was higher than SVN. It is important to note that the analysis above did
not include a spacer for the MDL The authors found that when comparing the MDI
treatment with a spacer to an SVN treatment at cost level of 4 minutes/treatment, the MDI
treatment would be less costly than an SVN treatment only if the MDI treatment was
delivered by self-administration.
Equipment/Medication Costs

As with labor costs, different variables and values were used when analyzing
equipment and medication impact on overall costs in studies that compared SVN and
MDI treatment methods. Different medications were also, used in some of the studies.
There were significant value differences when looking at the MDI canister cost
variable. One study calculated drug cost based on an albuterol MDI canister cost of $7.00
for each patient beginning MDI therapy 3 while in another, each MDI canister of
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metaproterenol sulfate was stated to cost $3.83 6• Still another study reported an even
broader range of MDI canister cost that ranged from $4.35 (salbutamol) to $15.12
(ipratropium bromide) per canister. 2 On1y two cost studies broke down the actual MDI
per dose cost. One study used $0.08/dose for albutero1. 1 The other used an average of
$0.035 per 2 puff treatment; the authors stated this average cost was based on the most
common1y used inhalers in their institution which included metaproterenol sulfate,
salbutamol, and ipratroprium bromide. 7
Spacer costs were widely varied in those studies that included them. The
differences most likely are attributed to the many different types available as well as the
year the study was conducte~. Spacer costs reported were $3.16', $3.83 6 , $4.503, and
$5.00 1• It is important to note that one study calculated cost on the basis that a spacer
device was not used. 1 Interestingly, the gtoup stated in their paper that less than 10% of
the patients required a spacer. Based on the formula provided by the authors and the
reported cost of a spacer device at that time, the yearly costs savings when factoring in the
spacer is on1y $5,508 as compared to the author's reported yearly savings of$43,758.
Costs for SVN equipment and medication was as varied as MDL Circuit costs
were reported at $1.003•6, $1.107, and $2.90 1• SVN medication cost included a unit dose
medication charge for albuterol of$0.401, $0.497 , and $0.543 per treatment. Another
study reported $0.07 for metaproterenol sulfate medication per SVN treatment 6 while
another reported that medication costs used for SVN treatments ranged from $0.89 (2.5
mg salbutamol) to $1.69 (0.5 mg ipratropium bromide?, Two of the other studies that
reported cost savings gave no specific breakdown in either SVN or MDI equipment and
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medication costs other than to state that they were included in the analysis.4•5 Both
studies used metaproterenol sulfate as the study drug.
Other Considerations
Pulmonary fuilction outcomes to include increases in FVC, FEV1, and PEFR were
used in cost studies to demonstrate the impact of a change in delivery methods. It would
seem logical to keep as many variables as consistent as possible to demonstrate the
efficacy of one aerosol delivery method over another when using pulmonary function as
an outcome. However, changes in pulmonary function is based different medications for
each delivery method, on different dosages of medication, and different methods of
technique instruction in some of the studies.
Reducing the cost of aerosol bronchodilator therapy without sacrificing efficacy
has been studied. 5 Data was reported on 32 acutely ill adult hospitalized patients with
acute exacerbations of obstructive airway disease. In this study, 16 patients were
randomized to an MDI (with spacer) group receiving 0.5 mg terbutaline sulfate and 16
patients to an SVN group receiving 15 mg of metaprotereno1 sulfate. The authors'
rationale at the time for choosing the doses of these medications was because of their
clinical equivalence. Yet, no reference was given to support this rationale. Evaluation of
spirometry and course of hospital stay demonstrated that MDIs with spacers were as
effective as SVNs in patients who are responsive to inhaled beta agonists. It was
determined that self-administration of MDI did not appear to prolong hospitalization.
One cost study reported spirometry data on 34 patients admitted with a diagnosis
of obstructive lung disease.6 Seventeen patients were randomized to an MDI with spacer
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group receiving 1.3 mg of metaproterenol sulfate and 17 patients to an SVN group
receiving 15 mg of metaproterenol sulfate. In this study, initial instruction was given by a
RCP who observed the self-administration of the first dose only. Each patient's nurse
was present during the initial instruction. While there was no attempt to monitor patient
compliance and performance after the first treatment, the MDI was delivered to the
patient by the nurse q4h. At each of these times the nurse reminded the patient to take
"two puffs, as you were instructed" and then left the patient to self-administer without
supervision. The MDI was retrieved and spirometry administered 20 minutes later. The
authors conceded that no attempt was made to monitor patient compliance, therefore, the
MDI with spacer was subject to both under use and over use. The authors concluded it
was appropriate to substitute MDI with spacer for SVNs when aerosolized beta agonists
are prescribed for patients similar to their target group. Also, they hypothesized that it is
possible that MDI alone would be adequate for some patients with normal dexterity and
normal mental status.
Efficacy (as determined by spirometry) of one method versus another by using
equivalent dosages of the same drug is shown in a study that analyzed pulmonary
function on 100 hospitalized patients. 4 Patients were randomized to either an SVN or
MDI treatment group. All treatments were given by a RCP. Thirty six patients received
an SVN treatment with 0.26 ml metaproterenol sulfate (1300 ~-tg). The other patients
received MDI treatments via a spacer device by inhaling a total of 1300 J,tg
metaproterenol sulfate via two 650 J,tg puffs spaced 1 minute apart. The authors
concluded that bronchodilation by MDI with a spacer was equivalent to bronchodilation
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by SVN. Consideration should be given that each device was administered to a separate
patient population even though equal doses of metaproterenol sulfate were given. What
would have been the outcome if equal doses were given to all patients via both methods?

In conclusion, my literature search demonstrates the many inconsistencies in
current literature pertaining to aerosol delivery methods and their associated costs.
Considerations that should be noted when preparing future efficacy studies are: 1) the
common method of using a cost-minimization approach in comparison of total costs is a
logical approach, 2) a better and more consistent labor time value is needed for a given
method, 3) the same medication should be compared, and 4) equal dosages should be
compared.
Responder versus Nonresponder
Various differences exist as to what constitutes a bronchodilator response. A
review of various "positive" bronchodilator response expressions included changes in
absolute terms (LI.FEV 1 in liters and .t>FVC in liters), a change in percentage of initial
FEV 1 (LI.FEV 1%init), a change in percentage of predicted normal FEV1 (LI.FEV 1%pred), a
percentage of the achievable reversibility; which is the difference between predicted and
initial FEV 1 (FEV 1pred-init), and a percentage of the maximal achievable reversibility in
FEV 1 , which is the difference between the actual maximal achieved FEV 1 (FEV 1maxinit). 60 The review concluded that LI.FEV 1%pred appears to be the most useful method for
expressing bronchodilator response for both clinical and research purposes. However, the
American Association for Respiratory Care (AARC) and the American Thoracic Society
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(ATS) recommend criterion for response to a bronchodilator in adults as either a
~FEV 1 %init >

> 0.2.61,62

12% and

~FEV 1

in liters> 0.2 or a ~FVC%init > 12% and ~FVC in liters

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This study was approved by the Human Assurance Committee of the Medical
College of Georgia Hospital and Clinics. A convenience sample of adult patients, 18 to
70 years of age, were identified from hospitalized patients with orders to receive
bronchodilator therapy with the beta-adrenergic drug albuterol. Upon physician approval,
the procedure was explained and informed consent was obtained from those patients who
understood the procedures. No patient was excluded solely on the basis of gender or
ethnicity. Patients who were either unable to follow instructions for the breathing
techniques or unable to perform the pulmonary function tests were excluded from the
study.
Spirometry Measurement Device/Instrument

The KoKo Spirometer System was used for this study. The system included the
KoKo Spirometer, the KoKo DigiDoser, associated software, and peripheral equipment
(i.e., the ·sVN nebulizer and bacterial filter). The system is manufactured and marketed by
Pulmonary Data Services Instrumentation, Incorporated and meets disability,
Occupational Safety and Health Administration, and ATS standards as a pulmonary
diagnostic unit.
The KoKo Spirometer is a Fleisch-type h~d-held pneumotach connected to a
laptop computer. The spirometer with associated software provided the ability to obtain
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full spirometry and flow volume loop values, including FVC and FEV1• The system also
provided the ability to generate patient data reports.
The KoKo Digidoser is an automated dosimeter incorporated as an enhancement
to the basic KoKo Spirometer and is an integral component of the pneumotach handle.
The KoKo Digidoser and software, when used with nebulizers of known aerosol output
(characterized), provided the ability to obtain controlled, reproducible dosing of the
aerosol study drug.
Peripheral equipment used with the KoKo system included a Devilbiss 646 SVN
and the KoKoMoe filter. The Devilbiss 646 nebulizer is the standard nebulizer provided
with the KoKo DigiDoser and was characterized by Pulmonary Data Services
Instrumentation, Inc. Devilbiss 646 SVNs have an average MMAD of2.6 J.lffi which is
within the optimal range for delivery of medication to the lower airway ?2 Five
characterized nebulizers were used in this study with outputs of 0.961 ml/min, 1.034
ml/min, 1.096 ml/min, 1.113 ml/min, and 1.130 ml/min. All nebulizers incorporated a
fixed flow restrictor (Rosenthal Flow Regulator) which limited inspiratory flow to 0.5
Lisee. The KoKoMoe Filter is a filter effective for bacteria and viruses. The filter has a
minimal resistance of 0.4 em H20/L/sec and a minimal dead space ofless than 50 mL.
The minimal resistance does not significantly impact inspiratory flow and the low dead
space minimizes G0 2 retention in the delivery device during the inspiratory maneuvers.
The software used with the KoKo System is the Pulmonary Data Service
Spirometry Testing System including the KoKo Challenger Software. The Spirometry
Testing System provided the ability to measure and document FVC and FEV1• The KoKo
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Challenger Software, normally used for inhalation challenge testing, was used to input the
variables controlled which included dosing interval in seconds, delayed onset of dosing in
seconds, and inspiratory flow rate in liters. While inspiratory flow rate was actually
controlled by an in-line flow restrictor incorporated into the nebulizer, the maximal flow
obtainable through the flow regulator was input into the computer for calculation of
delivered dose.

Data Collection Procedures
Research design
This study used a crossover design to compare the efficacy of bronchodilation
using two methods of drug delivery: self-administered MDI without a spacer (saMDI) and
dosimeter-controlled small volume nebulizer (dcSVN). Subjects were randomly assigned
to receive bronchodilator therapy with either saMDI or dcSVN on Day 1 of the study.
Subjects received the alternate method on Day 2 within two hours of the treatment time
on Day 1. No therapy was given if subjects received a bronchodilator treatment within
six hours of study treatment which is the suggested time interval to prevent a carry-over
effect of the medication. 11 Baseline FVC and FEV1 were obtained prior to treatment on
Day 1 and Day 2. Subjects initially received 180 f.lg of albuterol via either saMDI (2
puffs) or dcSVN (6 breaths). FVC and FEV 1 were obtained 15 minutes later. Then, a
second 180 f.lg dose was given and FVC and FEV1 measured after 15 minutes.
Spirometry was performed according to ATS standards63 and the best of 3 efforts was
recorded. Physical assessment included monitoring of heart rate, respiratory rate, and
breath sounds. No adverse sequelae were noted during any treatment.
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Subjects
A convenience sample of adult floor patients, 18 to 70 years of age, with a current
physician order for the bronchodilator drug albuterol were enrolled in the study after
informed consent. A sample size was determined in conjunction with the MCG Office of
Biostatistics. A power analysis concluded that a sample size of 12 patients was sufficient
to have a power of 0.80 at the significance level of"' = 0.05 with a medium effect size.
A review of studies that performed MDI to SVN device comparisons up to 1991 revealed
that 78% of the studies used an of20 or less (figure 1, page 34). The majority of studies
(40%) had a n that ranged between 10 and 15 and a medium effect size (~).
The subjects were categorized as either a responder or non-responder to betaadrenergic bronchodilator delivery. Responders met one of the following conditions in
· either the dcSVN or saMDI method: 1) ll.FEV 1%init > 10% and ll.FEV 1.in liters> 0.2 or
2) ll.FVC%init > 10% and ll.FVC in liters> 0.2.

Methods
Aerosol Delivery
Self-administered MDI
All saMDI subjects were currently performing their own treatment and were
assumed to have received initial instruction on technique by a respiratory therapist or
nurse based on hospital protocol. No attempt was made tore-instruct the subject prior to
the study treatment. The MDI used for this study was the Proventil HFA inhalation

Figure 1:

Aerosol device comparisons. Number (n) in studies up to 1991. A review of
studies that peiformed MDI to SVN device comparisons up to 1991. Seventy
eight percent of the studies used an of20 or less. The majority ofstudies,
40%, had an that ranged between 10 and 15.
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aerosol. All subjects were currently performing saMDI therapy, therefore, the device was
provided to the patient through the hospital pharmacy upon the original physician order.
The MDI device is pre-packed by the manufacturer and includes the medication canister
and actuater. Two puffs of the albuterol MDI (90 J.tg per puff) delivered a total of which
was equivalent to 180 11-g obtained with 6 breaths via the dosimeter. None of the patients
were usmg a spacer.
Dosimeter-controlled SVN

In the dcSVN method, a computerized dosimeter was used to control the delivery
of precise doses of albuterol via a characterized SVN (Devilbiss 646, Pulmonary Data
Services Instrumentation, Inc.). Time delay for onset of nebulization and nebulization
time were set using the computer software (KoKo Challenge Software, Pulmonary Data
Services Instrumentation, Inc.). The maximum inspired flowrate was limited to 0.5 Lisee
by an in-line fixed flow restrictor (Rosenthal Flow Restrictor). Calculations based on
albuterol concentration, nebulizer output, duration of nebulization and inspired flow were
used to deterffiine the dose of albuterol delivered per breath. The duration of nebulization
was set so that 6 breaths delivered 180 11-g of unit dose albuterol (0.83 mg/mL). This is
equivalent to 2 puffs of the albuterol MDI inhaler (90 11-g per puff).
The dosimeter and Devilbiss 646 nebulizer were connected as recommended by
the manufacturer with the gas pressure adjusted via a pressure regulator for 30 psig.
Medication was placed into the nebulizer and the subject was instructed in the following
procedure for the dcSVN administration: 1) inhale and exhale normally through the
nebulizer mouthpiece, 2) when prompted, inhale slowly through the nebulizer
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mouthpiece, 3) continue to inhale as deeply as possible, 4) hold breath for 5 seconds, and
5) slowly exhale through the nebulizer mouthpiece.

Costs Comparisons
The general formula chosen for calculating total costs (TC) for each method is TC
= DVC + DFC + IVC + IFC where DVC =direct variable costs, DFC =direct fixed costs,
IVC =indirect variable costs, and IFC =indirect fixed costs.59 The IVC and IFC costs
were assumed to be equal for each modality and therefore were not considered. Thus, the
following formula was used: TC = DVC + DFC. The DVC are the expenses dependent
on the volume of services performed. This includes nebulizers, medication, and ili:e RCP
average hourly salary paid by the study institution times the average amount of time
necessary to perform the procedure. The DFC are the expenses that remain static
regardless of the volume of service. For this study, DFC only included the initial cost of
the dosimetry system. While not directly used for cost comparison, this cost was
considered in any overall savings. Documentation of starting and ending times was
performed to determine the time necessary to deliver a dcSVN treatment. Time was also
obtained for equipment set-up, patient instruction, dosing, and equipment take-down.
A cost minimization analysis was performed comparing dcSVN with standard
SVN (stSVN) because of the similarities between the two methods. Each method used
similar gas delivery equipment and, for clinical purposes, each method consumed the
same amount of disposable equipment. This study assumed the use of a complete unit
dose of albuterol for each dosing session for both dcSVN and stSVN even though only a
fraction of the unit dose was used. Thus, using the formula TC = DFC + DVC, the
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unique variable between the two methods for DFC is the capital cost of the dosimetry
system and the unique variable for DVC is the aerosol delivery time. Data collected for
treatment start and end times revealed that less than 2 minutes was necessary to deliver
each 180 J.lg dose of albuterol via dcSVN. For purposes of analysis, the time was
rounded up to 2 minutes for e!!ch dcSVN 180 J.lg dose.
Due to the discrepancies noted in the literature for actual treatment times for
stSVN, standard times were selected from the Third Edition of the Respiratory Care
Uniform Reporting Manual (URM) published by the American Association for
Respiratory Care (AARC).64 The AARC's URM presents time standards based on data
taken from surveys of a panel of 110 respiratory care managers. The panel was
representative of a cross-section of US hospitals in terms of hospital size, type, and
geographic location. The URM states the time standard for an aerosol treatment using a
SVN is 17 minutes. This time includes charting, equipment set-up, and patient
assessment. The actual medication delivery time is stated to be between 10 and 15
minutes.
For the purposes of cost analysis, the even times of I 0, 12, and 14 minutes for an ·
stSVN were used. To obtain total treatment times for dcSVN treatments at different
levels of dosing, 5 minutes was selected as the additional time for charting, equipment
set-up, and patient assessment. This was determined from the baseline stSVN treatment
of 17 minutes less the average aerosol delivery time of 12 minutes (time rounded down
from actual average of 12.5 minutes). While much of the patient assessment time during
an stSVN treatment is performed in conjunction with the treatment, it is reas.onable that
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as much as 7 minutes or as little as 3 minutes could be used for charting, equipment setup, and patient set-up.
Calculations were performed for a hospital with an average of 50,000 stSVN
treatments per year (obtained from hospital survey) with savings shown for converting
25%,50%, and 75% of their stSVNs to dcSVNs. An analysis of a 100% conversion level
was not performed as this is considered to be an unreasonable expectation. Due to
inconsistencies in the literature for hourly salary levels, a salary level of$0.25/minute
($15/hour) was chosen for comparison based on average salaries in the local area. Cost
savings analysis for individual hospitals can be performed by extrapolating the data to
reflect the hospitals current dollar/minute salary and/or total number of stSVN treatments
per year.
Since this study compared the bronchodilator efficacy of dcSVN to saMDI, a cost
analysis of the potential impact oflabor time was performed. Labor time for the MDI
treatment and MDI patient orientation (education) is also derived from the AARC URM.
For the purposes of analysis, an average number of 3 hospital days per patient stay was
chosen. This is within the range of other studies that have shown treatment can range
from 2 to 8 days per hospital stay ?·5•6 The cost analysis was performed on the basis of qid
treatments for 3 days (12 total treatments). This reflected the median number of MDI
treatments in the survey presented in Table I on page 2. MDI labor time obtained from
the URM is 11 minutes per HCP attended treatment and 14 minutes for each patient
orientation period.
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The dcSVN times are based on the equivalency to a I 80~tg (2 puff) treatment and
360 ~tg (4 puff) treatment. An equivalent time for the

180~tg

(2 puff) treatment is 7

minutes and for the 360 ~tg (4 puff) treatment is 11 minutes. The dcSVN method is
compared to MDI at 100% HCP attended, 50% HCP attended, and 100% saMDI. For the
50% HCP attended and 100% saMDI category, time is given for a minimum of 1 initial
patient orientation of MDI therapy and 1 follow-up patient orientation.
Statistical Methods
Statistical analysis was independently performed by the institutional office of
biostatics using a multivariate analysis of covariance and multivariate analysis of
variance. All statistical tests were performed on percent change from baseline in FVC
(LI.FVC%init) and FEV1 (LI.FEV 1%init), absolute volume change in FVC (LI.FVC[L]) and
FEV 1 (LI.FEV 1[L]), and percent change from predicted FEV1 (LI.FEV 1%pred) were
evaluated as outcomes for bronchodilation in saMDI and dcSVN. The multivariate
analysis of covariance was chosen to analyze any influences from another variable such
as age, sex, and gender. The analysis of variance was performed to assess the
significance of the mean difference between the two methods of aerosol delivery. Paired
student t tests were also performed to assess mean differences between all baselines to
determine if there were differences between the patient receiving treatment on Day 1
versus Day 2. Level of significance was set at

oc

=

0.05 for all tests.
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Limitations
A limitation to the statistical analysis was the small number of patients (n=8) who
responded to either dcSVN or saMDI. However, this study had sufficient power to detect
significant differences between methods of aerosol delivery. The analysis of 8 subjects
reduced the power of the analysis. Other limitations were patients who become too ill to
continue in the study, patients getting discharged prior to completion of the study,
potential circadian rhythm's impact on bronchodilation65 , and potential effects of other
medications, e.g. theophylline and steroids, on the efficacy of bronchodilation.
The difficulty with patient recruitment and retention is apparent when noting that
out of I9 patients approached and consented to enter the study, only I2 finished all of the
tests. Of these I2, only 8 demonstrated responsiveness. The circadian rhythm limitation
was eliminated by having patients perform the procedure on Day 2 within 2 hours of the
Day I treatment time. Any potential effects of other medications was eliminated by
demonstrating no sig!lificance differences in the baselines from Day I and Day 2.

RESULTS
Seven of the 19 enrolled in the study were excluded from the data analysis. Four
of the excluded subjects were discharged early, 2 were unable to p_erform spirometry, and
1 subject became more ill and was transported to the ICU. Data analysis was performed

on 12 subjects which included 7 males and 5 females. Subject characteristics and
baseline values are reported in Table IV (page 42). Mean age was 46 years(± 9.0) and
mean smoking history was 18.7 pack years (±16.4). Baseline spirometry was performed
Day 1 and Day 2 on each subject (Day 1 FVC = 2.74 ± 0.66, Day 2 FVC = 2.86 ± 0.76,
Day,.l FEV1 = 1.92 ± 0.57, Day 2 FEV 1 = 1.95 ± 0.55). For all subjects there is no mean
statistical difference between Day 1 and Day 2 baseline values for either FVC or FEV1 (p
=

0.17 and p = 0.27, respectively). Baseline values were also compared for subjects who

responded to bronchodilator therapy. There is no mean statistical difference in the
responder group for Day 1 and Day 2 baseline values for both FVC and FEV1 (p = 0.40
and p = 0.55, respectively).
Eight subjects qualified as responders and 4 as non-responders. Mean value
changes in each of the outcome variables for both groups are shown in Table V (page 43).
Day I and Day 2 comparison of responders versus non-responders is presented in Figure
2 (page 45).
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TABLE IV

SUBJECT CHARACTERISTICS/BASELINE VALUES

Sex

Age
(yr)

Smoking
History
(pklyrs)

M

52

55

2

M

49

3

F

4*

M

Subject

FYC
Prod
(L)

Day I
FYC
%Pred

Day I
FEY,

Day2
FEY,

%Peed

FEY 1
Prod
(L)

%Pred

%Pred

SIP leg skin
graft

4.02

88

87

3.29

87

84

30

Pancreatitis

4.20

68

69

3.45

67

69

59

25

Spinal lipoma

3.14

61

62

2.49

67

67

45

12

Colostomy
prolapse

4.47

76

83

3.67

71

73

Diagnosis

Day2
FYC

repair

5*

M

53

30

Pneumonia

4.88

54

55

3.88

26

27

6*

M

43

22

CHF

4.79

61

65

3.91

55

55

7•

F

44

Renal failure

3.81

71

69

3.11

67

68

8*

M

34

Asthma

5.72

59

76

4.64

37

45

4.17

61

54

3.55

42

40

4.55

70

66

3.63

56

53

Great toe
amputation

3.48

75

78

2.90

72

71

Asthma

3.09

40

50

2.55

38

44

4.19
±0.8

65.3
± 12.2

67.8
± 11.6

3.42
±0.6

57.1
± 18.0

58.0
± 16.7

exacerbation
9*

F

27

COPD

exacerbation
10•

M

55

30

Anemi~

SIP renal
transplant
11

F

43

7

12*

F

50

10

exacerbation
Mean

*Responder

46
±9.0

18.7
± 16.4
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TABLEV

NON-RESPONDERS vs RESPONDERS

saMDI

dcSVN

'A FVC%init .

/80 !'g

360 !'g

/80 !'g

360 !'g

15 min

30min

15 min

30min

1.37

-1.24

1.04

0.71

0.34

-1.37

1.70

2.38

0.97

-0.85

1.22

1.77

0.03

-0.08

O.oJ

0.01

0.03

-0.02

O.Q4

0.05

11.59

15.87

1.64

2.66

12.27

14.61

4.67

4.87

5.23

7.08

1.67

1.83

0.29

0.40

O.o7

0.09

0.19

0.25

0.06

0.08

NONRESPONDERS

1

A FEV 1%init

(mean)

n=l

'A FEV 1%pred
•AFVC[L]
'A FEV 1[L]
'A FVC%init

RESPONDERS
(mean)

'A FEV 1%init

n=8

A FEV 1%pred

1

•A FVC[L]
1

1 Mean
~Mean

A FEV 1[L]

reported as percentage
reported in liters

Figure 2:

Day 1 and Day 2 responders versus non-responders. Of the 8 subjects
classified as responder, all8 (100%) responded to dcSVN but only 3 (38%)
responded to saMDI. Of the 4 dcSVN subjects non-responsive on either Day
1 (n=2) or Day 2 (n=2), none were responsive in saMDI on_the alternate
day. However, ofthe 9 saMDI subjects non-responsive on either Day 1
(n=4) or Day 2 (n=5), five (56%) were responsive in dcSVN on the alternate
day. The responder versus non-responder data indicates that subjects
responsive to saMDI on Day 1 were also responsive to dcSVN Day 2,
however, when subjects were responsive to dcSVN on Day 1, they were not
responsive to saMDI on Day 2.
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Figure 2: Day I and Day 2 Responders· versus Non-Responders

DAY 1

I

6 Responders

II 6 Non-responder~

3 dcSVN

3 saMDI

2 dcSVN

4 saMDI

Pt# 7
Pt# 8
Pt# 12

Pt# 5
Pt# 9
Pt# 10

Pt# 1
Pt# 11

Pt#
Pt#
Pt#
Pt#

2
3
4
6

[DAY 2]

l

5 Responders

5 dcSVN

Pt#
Pt#
Pt#
Pt#
Pt#

4
5
6
9
10

II 7 Non;.responder~

0 saMDI

'

2 dcSVN

5 saMDI

Pt# 2
Pt# 3

Pt#
Pt#
Pt#
Pt#
Pt#

1
7
8
11
12
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Of the 8 subjects classified as responder, all 8 (100%) responded to dcSVN but
only 3 (38%) responded to saMDI. Of the 4 dcSVN subjects non-responsive on either
Day 1 (n=2) or Day 2 (n=2), none were responsive in saMDI on the alternate day.
However, of the 9 saMDI subjects non-responsive on either Day 1 (n=4) or Day 2 (n=5),
five (56%) were responsive in dcSVN on the alternate day. Only one of the 4 nonresponders, subject# 1, was within 20% of their predicted Day 1 and Day 2 values for
FVC (87% and 88%, respectively) and FEV1 (87% and 84%, respectively). Of the other 3
non-responders, the Day 1 and Day 2 values for FVC and FEV1 were only mildly
decreased (subject #2: FVC = 68%and 69%, respectively and FEV1 = 67% and 69%,
respectively; subject #3: FVC = 61% and 62%, respectively and FEV1 = 67% and 67%,
respectively; subject #11: FVC = 75% and 78%, respectively and FEV1 = 72% and 71%,
respectively).
The responder versus non-responder data indicates that subjects responsive to
saMDI on Day 1were also responsive to dcSVN Day 2, however, when subjects were
responsive to dcSVN on Day 1, thay were not responsive to saMDI on day 2. This clearly
demonstrates the bronchodilator effectiveness of dcSVN over saMDL
No statistical difference was found in the combined responder and non-responder
groups between saMDI and dcSVN when compared for age, gender, device, dose, and
day delivered and PFT parameters. However, when the responder group was analyzed
separately, statistical significance was found in the mean differences between the two
delivery methods for t:.FVC%init (p = 0.003), t:.FVC[L] (p = 0.009), t:.FEV 1%init (p =
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0.014), Ll.FEV 1[L] (p = 0.047), and Ll.FEV 1%pred (p = 0.037). Dose 1 and dose 2
comparisons of the dcSVN and saMDI mean percentage differences for all outcome
measures are presented in Figures 3 and 4 (pages 49 and 51). Statistical difference was
also found in the mean values among the two levels of dose for Ll.FVC%init (p = 0.019)
and Ll.FVC[L] (p = 0.019) but not for the other outcome measures. No impact to the
study was found in regard to other aspects of the patients therapy to include
corticosteroids and theophylline as determined by comparisons of Day 1 and Day 2
baselines.
Because studies demonstrate problems with MDI technique even after extensive
instruction66 , a review was undertaken to look at the source of initial MDI instruction in
the 12 study subjects by questioning each prior to the saMDI study treatment. This
review revealed that 5 subjects (#2, #3, #5, #9, and #12) stated they had no instruction of
MDI technique prior to the study treatment, 5 subjects (#1, #4, #6, #7, and #11) were
initially instructed by nursing staff, and 2 subjects (#8 and #10) were initially instructed
by a respiratory therapist. When the 5 subjects were asked why they received no initial
instruction in MDI therapy, 3 did not know why. Subject #5 stated they told the nurse
they do their treatment at home and did not need instruction and subject #9 stated they
told the nurse they were doing MDIs for years and knew how to do them. Of the 5 noninstructed subjects, it is interesting to note that patient #5 and patient #9 were responders
in both the dcSVN and the saMDI method and possibly refl":cts their clear understanding
of MDI delivery technique as well as their need for continued therapy. Of the 3 other

Figure 3:

Responder FVC Comparisons. Mean FVC liter change from initial and mean FVC% change from
initial comparison of saMDI and dcSVN at the I 80 ,ug and 360,ug dosage levels. Significant
difference is found in the means between the two delivery methods with dcSVN > saMDL p < 0. 05.
Statistical difference is also found in the mean values among the two levels of dosing for both the
mean FVC liter change from initial and the mean FVC% change from initial, p < 0. 05 .
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Responder FEVJ.o Comparisons. Mean FEVJ.O percentchangefrom initial, mean FEVJ.O liter change
from initial, and mean FEVJ. 0 percent change ofpredicted from initial comparison of saMDJ and
dcSVN at the 180 ,ug and 360,ug dosage levels. Significant difference is found in the means between
the two delivery methods with dcSVN > saMDI, p < 0. 05. No statistical difference is also found in the
mean values among the two levels of dosing for any of the outcome measures, p > 0. 05 .
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non-instructed patients, subject #12 was responsive to dcSVN only. Subjects #2 and #3
were responsive to neither dcSVN nor saMDI (refer to. Figure 2 on page 45). Upon
looking at the 5 subjects that were instructed by nursing staff, subjects #1 and #11 were
not responsive in either dcSVN or saMDI, however, subjects #4, #6, and #7 were
responsive to dcSVN but not saMDI. In the two subjects initially instructed by a
respiratory therapist, subject #8 was responsive in dcSVN and not in saMDI and subject
#10 was responsive in both dcSVN and saMDI. In summary, 100% of the subjects
classified as a responder were responsive to the dcSVN method. Of these, only 3 (37%)
were also responsive to saMDI which include hvo individuals who claimed to use MD Is
extensively at home and one that was instructed by a respiratory therapist. Among the
five subjects instructed by nursing staff, none were responsive in the saMDI method,
however, 3 of the 5 were determined to be responsive in a dose to dose comparison when
a therapist attended dosimeter treatment was given.

Costs
Table VI (page 55) demonstrates the dollar costs savings for the dcSVN method
as compared to the stSVN method for a hospital with an average of 50,000 SVN
treatments per year at various conversion levels. Table VII (page 56) demonstrates this by
analyzing cost savings for the yearly stSVN treatments in hospital D presented in Table .I
on page 2. Table VIII (page 57) demonstrates employee position savings that can be
obtained based on actual aerosol treatment time. The possible treatments an employee
can perform in an hour are based on 50 minutes available per hour for actual treatment
time. The minute savings by performing dcSVN over stSVN are extrapolated to standard
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8 and 12 hour shifts for aerosol delivery times ranging from 2 to 14 minutes. This table
attempts to show how dcSVN could impact the workload of a respiratory care department
when routinely used as a component of daily therapy. The example assumes that one
RCP would be assigned to treat aU patients during the shift that have been converted to
the dcSVN method. Local labor cost variations could easily be extrapolated by changes
in the original treatments per hour.
Table IX (page 58) and Table X (page 59) represent the total treatment minutes
for a 3 day period of qid treatments for dcSVN as compared to MDI at different HCP
· attended levels. The cost analysis for 2 puff (180 J.Lg) MDI labor time as compared to an
equal dose via dcSVN suggests that dcSVN is more cost effective than MDI when MDI is
totaUy HCP <J.ttended and equaUy cost effective when MDI is 50% HCP attended. Only
when the MDI is 100% self-administered is the direct labor cost Jess. At the 4 puff (360

J.lg) level dcSVN cost Jess than total HCP attended MDI but costs more than the 50%
HCP attended and 100% saMDI levels.
FoUowing are the costs for equipment and medication at the study institution
during this study. SVN circuit cost is $0.75 each, a unit dose vial ofalbuterol is $0.23
each, an inhalation canister ofalbuterol MDI is $5.75 each, and one MDI spacer is $5.75.
Cost analysis assumed the nse of one UD albuterol per treatment, one SVN circuit per
day, and one MDI albuterol canister per patient stay. AU cost analysis using spacers
assumed use of one per patient stay. For the purpose oflabor comparison, $0.25/minute
was again chosen.
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A DVC comparison of3 qid treatment days (12 treatments).of 100% HCP
attended dcSVN as compared to 100% saMDI demonstrates that dcSVN·cost is $26.01
and $32.01 at the 180 ).lg and 360 ).lg levels, respectively. This is compared to the 100%
180 ).lg level HCP attended MDI costs of$34.67 without a spacer and $42.09 with a
spacer. For 50% HCP·attended MDI treatments, costs are $21.67 without a spacer and
$27.42 with a spacer and for 100% saMDI treatments, costs are $8.67 without a spacer
and $12.75 with a spacer. The comparison at the 360 ).lg treatment level shows that the
cost of 100% HCP attended dcSVN treatments increases to $32.01 while the MDI costs at
the same level remains the same. The URM does not distinguish between different levels
of dosing for MDL The average labor time is assumed to be for standard 2 and 4 puff
treatments.
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TABLE VI
DOSIMETER-CONTROLLED SVN (dcSVN) CONVERSION COST SAVINGS($)
dcSVN

Minutes

25% Conversion
12,500 Txs

50% Conversion
25,000 Txs

75% Conversion
37,500 Txs

Dose

stSVN

stSYN
14 min

stSVN
IOmin

stSVN

stSVN

12min

stSVN
14min

stSVN

IOmin

stSVN
12min

stSVN

(!.g)

IOmin

12min

14min

2

180

25,000

31,250

37,500

50,000

62,500

75,000

75,000

93,750

ll2,500

4

360

18,750

25,000

31,250

37,500

50,000

62,500

56,250

75,000

93,750

6

540

12,500

18,750

25,000

25,000

37,500

50,000

37,500

56,250

75,000

8

720

6,250

12,500

18,750

12,500

25,000

37,500

18,750

37,500

56,250

10

900

..

6,250

12,500

-

12,500

25,000

-

18,750

37,500

12

1080

-

-

6,250

-

-

12,500

-

-

18,750

..
..
..
..
..
1260
Th1s table demonstrates projected cost savmgs (dollars) for a hospttal Wlth an average ofSO,OOO small volume nebulizer treatments
per year for conversions of25%, 50%, and 75% to dcSVN.
tCosts obtained by using $0.25/minute ($15/hour) as baseline.
fBaseline stSVN aerosol delivery time.
dcSVN =dosimeter-controlled small volume nebulizer
stSVN =standard smaH volume nebulizer
14 t

-
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TABLE VII
DOSIMETER-CONTROLLED SVN (dcSVN) CONVERSION COST SAVINGS($) FOR
.HOSPITALD
25% Conversion
22,800Txs

dcSVN

50% Conversion
45,600 Txs

75% Conversion
68,400 Txs

stSVN
10 min

stSVN
llmin

stSVN
14 min

stSVN
lOmin

stSVN
12min

stSVN
14min

stSVN
IOmin

stSVN

(l<g)

12min

stSVN
14 min

2

180

45,600

57,000

68,400

91,200

114,000

136,800

136,800

171,000

205,200

4

360

34,200

45,600

57,000

68,400

91,200

114,000

102,600

136,800

171,000

6

540

22,800

34,200

45,600

45,600

68,400

91,200

68,400

102,600

136,800

8

720

11,400

22,800

34,200

22,800

45,600

68,400

34,200

68,400

102,600

10

900

-

11,400

22,800

-

22,800

45,600

-

34,200

68,400

12

1080

-

-

11,400

-

-

22,800

-

--

34,200

14 f

1260

--

-

--

-

-

--

-

--

-

Dose
Minutes

This table demonstrates projected cost savings (dollars) for hospital D (Table 2) with 91,200 small volume nebulizer treatments per
year for conversions of25%, SO%, and 75% to dcSVN.
tCosts obtained by using $0.25/minute ($15/hour) as baseline.
tsaseline stSVN aerosol delivery time.
dcSVN =dosimeter-controlled small volume nebulizer
stSVN =standard small volume nebulizer
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TABLE VIII
FTE SAVINGS BASED ON ACTUAL AEROSOL DELIVERY TIME

dcSVN Aerosol
Delivery Time

Total
Treatment
Time

Treatments tf

(Minutes)

(Minutes)

(Per Hour)

Possible

Possible
Treatments t

Possible

Treatments

(Per 8 hr
shift)

(Per 12 hrshift)

Employee Position Savings::
1.0 "" I Full-time Employee (FIE)

8 hr shift

12 hr shift

2

7

7.14

57

85

1.38

1.43

4

9

5.56

44

66

0.83

0.89

6

11

4.54

36

54

0.50

0.54

8

13

3.85

30 .

46

0.25

0.31

10

15

3.33

26

40

0.08

0.14

17 t

2.94

24

35

-

-

12

t

Thts table represents the proJected FTE savmgs assummg I therapist dehvenng all dcSVN treatmetns as compared to the standard

number of treatments possible with stSVN.
tBaseline stSVN per treatment time obtained from the American Association for Respiratory Care's Respiratory Care Uniform
Reporting Manual, 3rd ed.
1fPossible treatments assessed based on 50 minutes available per hour for actual treatment time. A baseline potential of 3 stSVN
treatments in 50 minutes was used for the calculation
:j:Rounded down to nearest whole treatment. UEmployee position savings derived from the following formula: (Possible txs - baseline
txs)/baseline txs.
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TABLE IX
LABOR TIME IN MINUTES AT THE qid 180 t-tg TREATMENT LEVEL FOR
dcSVN AS COMPARED TO MDI AT THREE LEVELS OF HCP ATTENDANCE

DAY

dcSVN.

MDI
100%
HCP Attended

28 1

2

28

44

3

28

44

MDI
50%
HCP Attended

100%
saMDI

44

Initial patient
orientation - 14

22tt
Initial patient
orientation included

I" follow-up
patient orientation - 14

I" follow-up patient
orientation - 14

Each additional follow-up
patient orientation -14

Each additional
follow-up patient
orientation -14
Total
Treatment
Minutes

84

132

80 plus each
additional
follow-up patient
orientation -14

28 plus each additional
follow-up patient
orientation -14

This table represents the total minutes used over three days of aerosol brochodilator treatment delivered qid
at the I80J.lg level. Total time is for I 00% dcSVN HCP attended treatments as compared to I 00% MDI
HCP attended treatments, 50% MDI HCP attended treatments and No HCP attended treatment other than
patient orientations (100% saMDI).
t Time based on 7 total minutes per procedure.
ITime based on II minutes per procedure (obtained from AARC URM).
ttTime based on II minutes each for frrst two treatments with assumption made that initial patient
orientation was absorbed into all treatments up to that point.
All patient orientation time obtained from AARC URM.
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TABLE X
LABOR TIME IN MINUTES AT THE qid 360 {lg TREATMENT LEVEL FOR
dcSVN AS COMPARED TO MDI AT THREE LEVELS OF HCP ATTENDANCE

DAY

dcSVN

MDI
100%
HCP Attended

2

36

44

3

36

44

MDI
50%
HCP Attended

100%
saMDI

44

Initial patient
orientation - 14

22tt
Initial patient
orientation included

I" follow-up
patient orientation - 14

I" follow-up patient
orientation - 14

Each additional follow-up
patient orientation -14

Each additional
follow-up patient
orientation -14
Total
Treattnent
Minutes

108

132

80 plus each
additional
follow-up patient
orientation -14

28 plus each additional
follow-up patient
orientation -14

This table represents the total minutes used over three days of aerosol brochodilator treattnent delivered qid
at the 360,ug level. Total time is for 100% dcSVN HCP attended treatments as compared to 100% MDI
HCP attended treattnents, 50% MDI HCP attended treattnents and No HCP attended treattnent other than
patient orientations (100% saMDI).
t Time based on 9 total minutes per procedure.
ITime based on II minutes per procedure (obtained from AARC URM).
!!Time based on II minutes each for first two treattnents with assumption made that initial patient
orientation was absorbed into all treattnents up to that point.
All patient orientation time obtained from AARC URM.

DISCUSSION

The results demonstrate that bronchodilation was achieved in a greater proportion
of patients with dcSVN therapy as compared to saMDI using equivalent doses of drug.
Thus, the efficacy of achieving bronchodilation was at least as good, if not better than

..

saMDI, a current standard of therapy. The results also suggest that dcSVN may be a costeffective alternative device to consider for precise delivery of bronchodilator in the
clinical setting.
The fact that 4 (33%) of the 12 study subjects did not respond in either of the
delivery methods leads one to wonder about the reasons why. The possibilities may
include the following: I) the current MDI bronchodilator treatment regimen allowed the
patient to reach and maintain a maximal point in bronchodilation, 2) the patient may have
a fixed obstructive component, 3) the patient may no longer need the bronchodilator
therapy, or 4) the dose of the drug was insufficient. In an attempt save money, some
hospitals shift the responsibility of MDI patient education and follow-up to other staff.
Some non-ICU patients using bronchodilator therapy never obtain an assessment by a
RCP. In the study subjects, only 16% were initially instructed by a respiratory therapist
and 42% were never initially instructed. Of the 42% that were instructed in MDI
technique by nursing staff, none were responsive to saMDI. The results suggest support
of the fmdings which states that over 80% of the nursing staff fall into -the "p-oor"category
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in performance and knowledge of appropriate MDI therapy.67 However, improper or poor
initial instruction may not totally be responsible for the outcome. Of the 2 patients
instructed by a RCP, 1 was not responsive in saMDI. For both the nurse instructed results

.

and the RCP instructed results, consideration must be given to the small number of study
subjects; it would be difficult to determine a strong correlation to who initially instructs
the patient in MDI technique. However, the data clearly suggests that the current saMDI
method in the study hospital does not accomplish the therapeutic goal of optimal
bronchodilation and supports findings

t~at

patients may require more extensive training,

frequent follow-up, or alternative dosage forms. 54 Further study in this area is needed.
Only with a clear assessment of outcome measurements including patient history,
PFTs and physical assessment can Ol).e determine the current rationale for continued
therapy. Respiratory care practitioners are uniquely trained to provide this assessment to
avoid unnecessary therapy and to recommend alternatives. Among hospital staff,
respiratory care practitioners are recognized as having the highest knowledge base of the
appropriate use ofMDis.68 •67 The RCPs knowledge base has been proven to be useful in
hospitals, particularly when protocols are instituted or when therapists are used as a
consulting service. 8 Ineffective and costly therapy to the patient may occur without
RCPs' expertise for evaluation of saMDI patients. It is possibile that ordered
brochodilator therapy was inappropriate when noting that 37% of the 12 study subjects
responded to the MDI therapy as originally prescribed. However, a total of 67%
responded to the either the originally ordered treatment or the study treatment. This
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leaves 33% of the patients prescribed brochodilator therapy that were not responsive.
This still could be a significant amount of unnecessary therapy.
Personal observation in the study institution revealed that approximately 75% of
the hospitalized adult patients left to deliver their own MDI treatments did not have a
spacer device or did not use the device when it was provided. It may have been possible
that more of the study patients performing the originally ordered saMDI therapy would
have responded if a spacer had been incorporated. This suggestion is strengthened by the
fact that 100% of the responders were responsive to the dcSVN method. Do these
patients really need a spacer for optimal MDI therapy? One study stated that only 10% of
the patients in their institution actually needed a spacer. 1 However, some authors suggest
otherwise. 4.2 6•27•54 It is more reasonable to expect that the actual non-spacer use in the
study institution could have been somewhere between the calculated 42% and the
personal observation of 75%. Estimates by the surveyed hospitals showed that 15% to
20% of the floor patients did not use a spacer. In comparison to the study institution, the
use of a spacer may be overestimated by some departments.
The most significant cost in aerosol therapy is labor. The difference in labor costs
along with the ability to provide optimal therapy justifies the attempts of many
institutions to convert stSVN to saMDI therapy. However, the survey of area hospitals
presented in Table I on page 2 shows that the stSVN delivery method still accounts for at
least 70% of all bronchodilators given. A study by Stoller et a! demonstrates that stSVN
therapy continues to have a strong hold in the hospital setting.8 While stSVN ·therapies
delivered by RCP dropped by over 20,000 in a five year period upon initiating a
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respiratory therapy consult service, MDI use only increased by around 4,000. There
continued to be over 47,000 stSVN treatments performed by RCPs yearly. The exact
reason for this is not readily understood and is most likely extremely variable from
institution to institution and region to region. Some hospitals allow an RCP to determine
the course of therapy along protocol guidelines once a physician writes an order for a
bronchodilator protocol. RCPs may ·determine that patients do not meet the protocol
requirements for conversion to saMDI therapy through specific outcomes measurements
such as PFTs, oximetry, and physical assessment and therefore continue to use stSVN.
Also, physicians may be reluctant to turn their patients over to non-HCP attended therapy
due to their perception or experience that treatment efficacy may be sub-optimal.
Regardless of the reason, hospitals continue to rely heavily on stSVN therapy.
The cost savings assumption for stSVN conversion to saMDI is that the therapy
can be self-administered by the patient, therefore, not using therapist time. With full selfadministered conversion, actual treatment time is cost-shifted to the patient. Monitoring
of treatment regimen as well as initial and follow-up instruction of saMDI technique may
also be cost-shifted to a nursing duty even though studies clearly demonstrate that
respiratory care practitioners are the most effective personnel for this function. 68 • 67
In cost shifting, the allocated services are moved from one hospital service such as
respiratory therapy, to another hospital service, such as nursing. Frequently, as in the case
with MDIs, the cost is shifted to the patient. The assumption is that the other service or
patient will be able to absorb the costs into their daily routine. Therefore the cost to
institution will be reduced overall. However, reduction of cost in one department may
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not necessarily be realized in another. The use of 4 minutes of allocated nursing time for
a treatment that is stated to take between 12 to 15 minutes shows that either 8 to II
minutes of the treatment was HCP unattended or the nurse was performing other
procedures during the SVN treatment.' With the amount of nursing duties involved in a
given day, it is difficult to know whether high quality therapy can be given with this kind
of cost shifting of treatments.
With only one exception•, all of the cost studies mentioned in Table III on page 22
reported enough information that SVN and MDI treatment delivery time in minutes and
labor dollar costs per minute could be determined. One of the studies used an economic
evaluation of bronchodilator therapy to determine that previous studies estimated a far
greater cost differential based on unrealistic labor estimates? There was a clear need to
find a realistic labor estimate for determining the costs savings associated with a switch
from stSVN to dcSVN with a demonstration of dcSVN as a potential alternative as a
bronchodilator drug delivery method. The literature is very confusing regarding a
realistic stSVN delivery time. The range is as little as 4 minuteg2 to as much as 30
minutes 1• Different drugs or combination of drugs with different amounts of diluent most
likely account for some of this difference. Since RCPs are the professionals most
involved in performing stSVN treatments, it seemed logical to look to the national
organization for a guideline. Consistency of reporting time was found in the American
Association for Respiratory Care's Uniform Reporting Manual (URM)64 and is
recommended as a standard in future studies that perform costs analysis.
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The cost analysis of MDI labor time as compared dcSVN at equal doses suggests
that dcSVN is at least as cost effective when MDI is also totally HCP attended. The data
also suggests that dcSVN is only slightly more labor intensive than when MDI is 50%
HCP attended. When you consider that only two additional follow-up patient orientations
would make up for the difference, the rationale for MDI conversion diminishes for a
patient who requires continued instruction. The data supports attempts by others for
100% self-administered MDI therapy as this decreases. labor time over equal doses of
dcSVN by at least 113. This is even when you consider the labor costs for one initial and
one follow-up patient orientation. However, data also shows demonstrates that saMDI
may not affect bronchodilation as well as dcSVN.
This study took the first step in looking at dosimetry as a cost-effective clinical
method as compared to a method of bronchodilator delivery currently being used in the
hospital. With the dosimetry method, a precise dose to dose comparison can be
performed, therefore, strengthening the outcome data. Capital costs for a couple of
portable dosimeter systems every few years is a minimal expenditure if substantial costs
savings can be shown in personnel time and benefits. A conversion of stSVN to dcSVN
is more significant if costs can be shown to equate to actual full-time employee (FTE)
position savings. The FTE position savings could be as high as a 1.0 FTE or greater if
dosimetry was set to match dosage for dosage to current albuterol MDI therapy of2-4
puffs. The assumptions are that bronchodilation is effective at the a given dosage level,
that one therapist could be assigned to deliver all of the stSVN treatments that were
converted to dcSVN, and that enough treatments were available during a shift. Even a
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dcSVN aerosol delivery time of 8 minutes for each treatment could result in savings of
0.50 FTE in both 8 hour and 12 hour shifts. With the current demands on respiratory care
departments, even a portion of this savings may be beneficial.
Much of the medication in a stSVN treatment is lost to the atmosphere. Studies

'

have attempted to use methods to determine how much drug is actually deposited into the
appropriate areas of the respiratory tract with some stating as little as I 0% gets to the
appropriate site. 69• 70 However, the amount of medication delivery is dependent on the
method of inhalation.l4 •35 •37•43 •45 The literature is confusing as to which method of
inhalation is appropriate. It seemed appropriate for this study that a slow inhalation with
a breath hold should give optimal deposition and therefore optimal bronchodilation. It
was also felt that by allowing a delay in the actuation of dosing during a treatment breath
would enhance deposition further. It is possible that a more laminar flow is established
by restricting inspired flow to 0.5 Lisee and delaying the timing of the dose, thereby
limiting inertial impaction in the upper airway. More work needs to be done by
manufacturers to make dosimetry systems more clinically useful. Development should
consider more portability, self-contained gas generation, and method to alleviate wasted
medication.

SUMMARY
This study demonstrated that dcSVN resulted in significantly greater
bronchodilation than saMDI using comparable doses of albuterol in this patient sample.
While hospitals may appear to be saving money, this study suggests that bronchodilation
· may be inadequate in patients left to self-administer their MDI without a spacer or the
supervision of a HCP. Any cost savings based on ineffective therapy is questionable and
arbitrary.
The study also suggests that dosimetry is a potential alternative to deliver aerosol
medications to hospitalized patients. Respiratory care practitioner are the ideal HCPs to
use dosimetry for effective aerosol therapy. For a hospital that averages 50,000 stSVN
treatments per year, a conversion of75% to dcSVN would result in potential savings to
the institution of up to $112,500 at a SVN 180 J).g dosage level. A $93,750 potential
savings may be realized at the SVN 360 J).g dosage level. Therefore, a therapist could
deliver precise dosages instead of the routine 10 to 15 minute treatment of a unit dose,
thus, combining the effectiveness with the shorter treatment times of MDI. The dcSVN
delivery method is similarly, if not less, labor intensive than 100% HCP attended MDI
treatments and only slightly more, if not similarly, than 50% HCP attended MDI
treatments. If dcSVN can be used as a routine therapy for the delivery of bronchdilator
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aerosol in the hospital setting, a substantial FTE positions savings could be realized as
shown in this study.
This study demonstrates that bronchodilation was achieved in a greater proportion
of patients with dcSVN therapy as compared to saMDI using equivalent doses of drug.
Thus, the efficacy of achieving bronchodilation was at least as good, if not better than
saMDI, a current standard of therapy. The results also suggest that dcSVN may be a costeffective alternative device to consider for precise delivery of bronchodilator in the
clinical setting. Thus, dcSVN therapy may improve patient care by providing more
effective bronchodilator therapy. Further studies to analyze the effectiveness of dcSVN
and possible use in the clinical setting with other devices and patient populations are
required.
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